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Abstract

Performance of secure computation is still often an ob-
stacle to its practical adoption. There are different proto-
cols for secure computation that compete for the best per-
formance. In this paper we propose automatic protocol se-
lection which selects a protocol for each operation result-
ing in a mix with the best performance so far. Based on an
elaborate performance model, we propose an optimization
algorithm and an efficient heuristic for this selection prob-
lem. We show that our mixed protocols achieve the best
performance on a set of use cases. Furthermore, our re-
sults underpin that the selection problem is so complicated,
that a programmer is unlikely to manually make the opti-
mal selection. Our proposed algorithms nevertheless can
be integrated into a compiler in order to yield the best (or
near-optimal) performance.

1 Introduction

Secure two-party computation allows two parties to com-
pute a function f over their joint, private inputs x and y,
respectively without revealing their private inputs or rely-
ing on a trusted third party. Afterwards, no party can infer
anything about the other party’s input except what can be
inferred from her own input and the output f(x, y). Secure
computation has many applications, e.g., in the financial
sector, and has been successfully deployed in commercial
and industrial settings [4].

Performance is still often an obstacle to practical adop-
tion of secure computation, even in the widely used semi-
honest security model. A number of protocols compete for
the best performance in this model. Recently, the garbled
circuit implementation of [3] has achieved top performance
in a number of applications, but still garbled circuits have
some inherent limitations, e.g., due to the large circuit size
of some functionalities such as multiplication. In this paper
we propose a different approach. Instead of relying on a sin-
gle protocol we mix protocols. Then, based on an extended

performance model we automatically select the best proto-
col for a sub-operation. In all prior works this selection has
been performed manually, e.g., [1, 2]. We present two algo-
rithms for the protocol selection problem – an optimization
based on integer programming and a heuristic.

In our work we test three hypotheses:

• Our mixed protocols are faster than a pure garbled cir-
cuit implementation.

• The results of our heuristic and the optimum found by
integer programming are close.

• The protocol selection problem is too complicated to
be solved manually by the programmer.

2 Secure Computation Protocols

We integrate two protocols for performing secure two-
party computations – garbled circuits and additively homo-
morphic encryption where each variable x of bit length l

is shared between the two parties such that x = x
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x

B
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l. Both protocols are generic, i.e., they can se-
curely implement any ideal functionality. Nevertheless they
have different performance characteristics as shown by the
performance evaluations in [2, 8].

Our methods to convert between garbled circuits and
homomorphic encryption are similar to those of previous
works [2, 5], but more efficient as we use shorter random
masks. To use x as input for a garbled circuit, we extend the
inputs of the garbled circuit computing f with an l-bit ad-
dition circuit to which A provides input x
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and B provides
input x

B

, i.e., the slightly larger garbled circuit computes
f(. . . , x
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, . . .). Similarly, we can convert the
output z of a sub-functionality that has been computed us-
ing garbled circuits into secret shares z
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, z

B

that can later
on be used for secure computations using homomorphic en-
cryption. For this, we extend the output of the garbled cir-
cuit with an l-bit subtraction circuit whose subtrahend is a
randomly chosen l-bit value z

A

provided by A. We mod-
ify the garbled circuit protocol such that only B obtains the
output z

B

= z � z
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.



3 Cost Model

In order to choose which operation to implement using
which protocol we need to compare their costs. By cost we
mean the (wall clock) run-time of the protocol. Since the
protocol can be composed from sub-protocols of both pro-
tocol types – garbled circuits and homomorphic encryption
– we need to be able to assess their performance while tak-
ing care of additional conversion costs. We base our cost
model on the model of [8] which can (reasonably) reliably
forecast the protocol run-time for both types of protocols.
The accuracy of the forecast mainly determines the effec-
tiveness of our approach.

4 Optimal Partitioning

Given the cost model described we can define the prob-
lem of an optimal partitioning of the operations into the pro-
tocol types. Consider a compiler that translates a program-
ming language into the intermediate language described in
citeSKM11. In order to construct a cost-optimal (i.e., the
fastest) protocol it needs to assign each operation of the in-
termediate language a protocol type, also considering the
conversion costs.

We setup the problem formulation as follows. Let the el-
ements x

i

correspond to the left hand-side variable assigned
in an operation. We denote with X the set of these elements
(variables). The operator mapping function op maps x

i

to
the right hand-side operators of that operation. The cost
function a(x

i

) corresponds to the costs for computing x

i

using garbled circuits and b(x

i

) to the costs using homo-
morphic encryption, respectively. The cost functions c(x

i

)

and d(x

i

) correspond to the costs for converting x

i

from
homomorphic encryption to garbled circuits and vice-versa,
respectively. The set Y ✓ X of instructions will be im-
plemented using garbled circuits; the set X \ Y using ho-
momorphic encryption. We formally define the problem as
follows:

Definition 1 (Problem Definition) Let there be a set X of
elements x1, . . . , xn

. Let there be a function op(x

i

) map-
ping x

i

to a set F
i

✓ X. Let there be four cost functions
a(x

i

), b(x
i

), c(x
i

), and d(x

i

). Find the subset Y ✓ X that
optimizes the following cost function

P
{x|x2Y} a(x) +

P
{x|x2X\Y} b(x)+P

{x|x2X\Y,9y.y2Y,x2op(y)} c(x)+P
{x|x2Y,9y.y2X\Y,x2op(y)} d(x).

We search for the best solution to the partitioning prob-
lem defined above using an optimization algorithm. 0, 1-
integer programming is a suitable candidate. In 0, 1 inte-
ger programming there are variables ~z for which an assign-
ment is sought which minimizes a linear objective function
c(z)

T

~z subject to certain constraints.

Integer programming is NP-complete and can become
very slow for large instances. We therefore also implement
a heuristic using a greedy algorithm. We start with all oper-
ations executed as garbled circuits. Then we consecutively
scan each operation in a loop. If the overall cost decreases
when converting this operation to homomorphic encryption
we do so. We repeat until no more operations are converted.

5 Use Cases

In order to validate the complexity of manual partition-
ing and the cost advantage of our algorithmic approach,
we consider three use cases for secure computation from
the literature: joint economic-lot-size, biometric identifica-
tion, and data mining. The secure joint economic lot-size
problem describes a two-party scenario between a vendor
and a buyer of a product. Both try to agree on a joint lot-
size q for production and shipping. As described in [7],
the confidentiality-preserving computation of q⇤ can be re-
duced to secure division. As our use case we consider both
division algorithms, the Newton-Raphson variant described
in [8] and the long division variant described in [7].

Comparing and matching biometric data is a highly
privacy-sensitive task in systems that are widely used in
law enforcement, including fingerprint-, iris-, and face-
recognition systems. These biometric identification systems
contain two phases. A first distance-computation phase cal-
culates distances between the client’s information (a vector
of M samples) and the N entries (resp., their vectors) in the
database. A second matching phase determines the ✏-closest
database entry, i.e., the entry that has the minimal distance
in a maximum range ✏ comparing to the biometric informa-
tion of the client. As our use case we consider an algorithm
for biometric identification, computing the distances using
Euclidean distance as metric which is commonly used for
fingerprints and faces.

A well known algorithm for decision tree learning is
the ID3 algorithm. A privacy-preserving classification vari-
ant of ID3 – described in [6] as one of the first privacy-
preserving data mining algorithms – enables new applica-
tions where multiple private databases can be used to act
as training set (e.g., medical databases). The authors of [6]
use entropy to compute the best attributes, with the privacy-
preserving computation of the natural logarithm as the ba-
sis operation. As our use case we consider an algorithm to
compute the natural logarithm.

6 Evaluation

In all experimental settings, both partitioning mecha-
nisms for computing optimal mixed protocols result in the
best performance, including the previously mentioned four



pure garbled circuit cases. In 8 of 24 settings, the mixed
protocols result in an average of 20% less runtime. The
largest improvement is 31% lower runtime compared to the
protocol entirely implemented as garbled circuit (Euclidean
distance, short-term security, WAN).

Both optimization approaches result in mixed protocols
that perform, in almost half of all experimental settings, no-
ticeably better than pure protocols. While the heuristic only
requires seconds to compute the partitioning per use case
and setting, the integer program requires several hours using
the LP solver SoPlex1 on the aforementioned server hard-
ware. The heuristic, in comparison to the integer program,
tends to reduce the number of blocks of consecutive oper-
ations with the same protocol type. For long division and
natural logarithm, over all settings, the ratio between num-
ber of blocks and number of operations is less than 0.025,
while it is more than 0.279 (i.e., larger by a factor of 10) for
the integer program.

Mixed protocols are heavily fragmented in order to
achieve the optimal performance results. We obtain a wide
spectrum of fragmentations. Although there seem to be pat-
terns in some areas, it is difficult to infer a general conclu-
sion that can be used to manually derive a partitioning with
similar performance. Even unrolled operation blocks that
are identical on the operation level, result in different par-
titionings within the same setting and use case. One such
example is the natural logarithm; operations that are part of
the main loop last from the middle of the algorithm until the
(third) last operation. One could assume that there would
be a rather intuitive relation between single operations in
the intermediate language and both types of discussed pro-
tocols. Intuitively, for shared values (which we designed
to be part of the homomorphic encryption model), opera-
tions can be assumed to be fast, if they are executed as local
operations that do not use cryptographic algorithms (e.g.,
addition or multiplication by a constant). Similarly, garbled
circuits could be supposed to perform faster than homomor-
phic encryption for comparing two secret values. To the
contraty, we show that the relations are rather complex. For
Newton-Raphson and short-term security, both algorithms
assign the majority of subtraction operations to homomor-
phic encryption, since these operations can be implemented
locally without communication. In contrast, for long divi-
sion in the same security setting, both algorithms assign the
majority of subtraction operation to garbled circuits.

7 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented algorithms for the au-
tomatic selection of a protocol – garbled circuits or ho-
momorphic encryption – in secure two-party computation.

1version 1.6.0, available at http://soplex.zib.de/

Based on a performance model our algorithms minimize
the costs of a mixed protocol. We present an evaluation
based on three use cases from the literature: secure joint
economic lot-size, biometric identification, and data min-
ing. Our results support that mixed protocols perform bet-
ter than pure garbled circuit implementations. Our results
also support that our heuristic is close to the optimization
algorithm based on integer programming. Furthermore, our
detailed analysis of the experiments also revealed that there
is no discernible pattern of the selection.
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